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THANK YOU FOR YOUR
DONATIONS
The Madigan Family - $20 per month

Message
from the CEO

Community Underwriting/Berkley
Insurance - $3,973 to purchase white
goods for Heath Street development

On a positive note this year saw us provide
our first travel experience to Fiji for 6
clients and we have 2 holidays planned for
this year as well.

Elaine Cohen - $500
Club Central via Club Grants - $2,000
for purchase of sports equipment
Mc Whinneys Smash Repairs
Penny Grillis – for donating and
planting flowers at Beach St site
Bendigo Bank – for generous
Christmas hamper donation
Bob McKinnon – for donating and
planting flowers at Respite

To date we are operating in a loss in this
program area. I would highly recommend
for the day program staff to support you in
your plan review, as a result would mean
the maintenance of days instead of a
reduction in days.

HELLO FAMILIES AND
SUPPORTERS OF SUNNYHAVEN
The NDIS rolled out in 2017 and we have
met many of the challenges associated
with the rollout.
There have been many issues for
Sunnyhaven with payments from the
NDIS and in fact at the end of last year
we were owed 1.5 million. Whilst we had
some limited funds to keep us afloat, it
caused issues in planning for our future.
Our day services have suffered a
significant loss in the attempt to provide
similar services as before.

Sunnyhaven opened our 10 bed unit
complex at Turella and the units were
filled up within a couple of days. We also
opened 2 new houses at Illawong and
Roselands.
Sunnyhaven was the Community Services
Award in the local business awards which
is a wonderful example of how we are
viewed in the community.
Our board recently developed the next 3
year plan for Sunnyhaven and I would like
to thank them for their continuing support
in shaping the future of Sunnyhaven.
My door is always open if you have any
concerns or need support.

Maree Mullins
Chief Executive Officer
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Message from the
Chairperson of
Sunnyhaven

As the new Chairperson of the Sunnyhaven
Board I am delighted to be part of our new
format newsletters.

“OUR CLIENTS ARE THE REASON FOR
SUNNYHAVEN AND THE FOCUS OF
ALL WE DO. THEY ARE SUPPORTED BY
A WONDERFUL AND DEDICATED
GROUP OF STAFF. SO WHY DO WE
NEED A BOARD TOO AND WHAT DO
THEY DO??”

Their key role is to govern the organisation
and ensure all government regulations
and standards are complied with by
Sunnyhaven. We also set the governance
policies and the strategic plan to guide the
policies and directions and to oversee our
financial viability.

Sunnyhaven is a not for profit
organisation and we are not driven by
dollars instead over our long history Our
volunteers on the Board lead the way with
reinvesting in Sunnyhaven we have
always put any surplus back into new
projects.

Our objective is for Sunnyhaven to
continue to help families and to be part of
our client’s family when they are with us
either in programs and or accommodation. We aim to treat all with care and
engagement. The Board recently agreed
that as part of our motto we want to make
the NDIS “fit you rather than you fit the
NDIS” This is a challenge for all at Sunnyhaven with the changes we face as a
consequence on the new NDIS system.
One we are ready to meet!

The Board and our leadership team really
value ideas and suggestions and feedback
from our families, on ways of improving
what we do and we seek suggestions for
new program and services. We want to see
continued growth and improvement
especially whilst we face the many
challenges associated with the
introduction of the NDIS.

We seek to improve the quality of life for
all who are part of Sunnyhaven. To this
end we have had some great initiatives in
the amount of accommodation we offer In
particular the brand new facilities at Heath
Street Turrella which has beautiful up to
date design and amenities for all its
resident. We expect to have the official
opening very soon.

I am very proud of the local awards we
received last year and the high
commendation for compliance with the
International Standards Organisation (ISO)
in our services. I look forward to the
support of all our families and the
community during this year.

Maureen Horder
Chairperson

Weekend Trampoline
Party and Other
Surprises
Here at Sunnyhaven, we make sure to always
keep our clients excited and happy by
coming up with different program activities.
Organising our community programs has
kept us very busy over the last few months.
We wanted to bring out the smiles on our
clients’ faces through energetic activities.
Our staff arranged a trampoline and music
party for the clients. They all enjoyed the
party very much! Everyone giggled, laughed
and played together. It has been a very
successful agenda and the event was well
attended with an abundance of our divine
clients and new members.
Our clients jumped around and had a great
time by the amusement section. There was
also some food prepared for them.

Ali, especially, enjoyed the new flipout program. The flipout trampoline party provided a
healthy & awesome leisure through their massive trampolines, ball games, events, and
more surprises to everyone's enjoyment. He felt very special, grateful and that everyone
had thoroughly appreciated his stay.
It sure brought out happiness to everyone including Allen in the second photo. He took a
picture of himself & staff member. He loves taking photos and placing them into photo
albums. If your picture makes it to the album, you're considered to be his friend.
Kate enjoyed playing music with Ann. Our music program is thoroughly enjoyed by many
as they have been attending music classes in Sunnyhaven as a regular activity. They always
have a wonderful time when music is involved. It makes our day when we see our clients
happy.
These social inclusion activities increase their personal engagement abilities while having a
fun time. Participating in such physical activities helps reduce stress while music and arts
embrace their imagination. The fun that they experience is a life-long memory
and they look forward to our next community program.

We did it!
Awards Success
SUNNYHAVEN ENTERED THE LOCAL
BUSINESS AWARDS, WHICH
ACKNOWLEDGES OUTSTANDING
LOCAL BUSINESSES AND THEIR
PEOPLE WHO GO ABOVE AND
BEYOND.
It aims to develop and strengthen the
bonds between businesses and the
community thereby improving the
standards of local businesses. The Local
Business Awards are based within the local
community, and give local businesses the
opportunity to; promote their business
and its strengths, display their range of
products and services, and provide
in-store displays of their Local Business
Awards success. This brings together
businesses, the local community and
Awards sponsors to celebrate excellence
and quality.
The Local Business Awards is the most
comprehensive business awards program
covering a wide variety of industry
categories. The categories in each region
vary in order to recognise the industries in
the specific business community. A
selection of these categories includes
Automotive Services, Bakery/Cake Shop,

Café, Child Care Services and more.
Sunnyhaven was in the Community Service
Category.
With the votes of our supporters, we were
able to make it through as a finalist. Finalists
are selected based on the number of online
and printed nominations being received in
a specific category, with the most popular
businesses selected.
Finalist businesses are notified of their
selection by the Local Business Awards and
we were extremely happy when we
received a Finalist Pack - that includes an
Invitation to the Local Business Awards Gala
Presentation Evening, a certificate, the
judging criteria and general information
about the Awards. Our whole staff were so
excited, it was a great honour.
The winners were announced at the
prestigious Local Business Awards Gala
Presentation Evening on the 23rd May. It
was attended by local business people,
sponsors, and dignitaries. The award
presentation was held at Sharkies Cronulla
and we are proud to announce that
Sunnyhaven was awarded as the Winner for
Outstanding Community Service Award! We
are still in shock and blown away with this.
We are extremely grateful and honoured to
have received such an award. Hearing
“Sunnyhaven” and coming up to the stage
receiving the award was an amazing feeling.

Two of our Sunnyhaven leaders
accepted the award; Fiona Bailey, and
Nazia Ahmed. They were very grateful to
have the chance to receive the
recognition on such a pleasant occasion.
Our community started with a small idea
and has evolved into what it is today.
This inspires our staff and leaders every
day. A lot of work has been done and
challenges overcome on the way. The
importance of our mission, striving to
ease the lives of a large number of
people was the most powerful stimulus
and the driving force, leading to notable
outcomes.
All of the successes would have been
impossible without the coordinated
work of our team & leaders.
Nothing was easy, but receiving this
recognition made all the hard work pay
off. This has driven us to continue with
our ambition; our client’s journey is very
important to us, and your passionate
Sunnyhaven family will support you
every step of the way.
We are very thankful for the local
community and for the staff of
Sunnyhaven. This brings so much pride
in our work and it is a great feeling to be
acknowledged and appreciated for the
effort we put in. This award goes to all
of us!
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Sunday Baking Party

program and all were very happy!
Everyone became inspired by the program
because it involved a fun activity; baking
delightful sweets such as cakes, muffins,
and cookies! This did not only help them
with everyday living skills. The better part
of it was making those delicious treats as
donations to the Salvation Army for the
homeless.

ON ONE PLEASANT SUNDAY, THE
PARTICIPANTS OF SUNNYHAVEN
TOOK PART IN A NEW PROGRAM
CALLED COMMUNITY ACCESS
SERVICES.
Through this program, we aspire to help
our participants get more involved in their
community. Our clients absolutely love the

The participants were all excited and
enthusiastic while they were mingling all
the ingredients for their desserts. They
played together and laughed at their
hands drenched in cookie mixtures.
A lot of them also revealed their creative
side in decorating the cakes and cupcakes.
Even as they were packing, you can still
see the excitement in their eyes as they
knew how they will be sharing it with
other people. Our clients looked really
satisfied with what they have prepared.

As excited as they were, the group got
into the van on their way to the
Salvation Army community.
When everyone arrived, they started
distributing the pastries themselves. The
participants of the Salvation Army were
friendly. They welcomed our clients with
big smiles and were undeniably
appreciative of all the beautiful tartlets
and cute cookies they have collected.
These interactions help our clients
improve their personable interactions
with other people. They also had the
chance to bond with one another
starting from the preparation up to the
charity work.
Afterwards, everyone was eager to talk
about their experiences and how they
had a wonderful time while they nibble
on the extra sweets left over an
afternoon tea. Overall, everyone had a
very memorable day.

Welcome, Heath Street!
WE HAPPILY EMBRACE THE OPENING OF THE HEATH STREET HOUSING THAT
HAD JUST BEEN DEVELOPED AND IS NOW FULLY IN SERVICE.
Andrew, Alexis and Hayley have been the welcoming committee and they have been very
accommodating. They are very dedicated to supporting our clients.
All our new clients are very excited to move in. They are all great at cooking their meals and
doing their personal washing. Our residents have their meals together.
They have a routine of walking in the morning and then preparing food afterward. Our
clients who now reside at Heath Street are building a strong relationship
and a sense of responsibility with one another as they have learned that we are all family in
Sunnyhaven.
Since they are all autonomous, they also tend to be more interactive. They have their own
choices about what they want to do, such as strolling in the park and attending the
Sunnyhaven activities prepared for each day.
The fun trips and activities also made them very happy once they get home.

OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY engagement
activities gave them some things to talk
about over the dining table.

OUR HIGHEST OBJECTIVE is to inspire
our residents to have an improved sense of
direction over the things they need by
helping them to discover their goals in life.
In that sense, they will accomplish a better
independence and development within
themselves.
They are visibly a lot happier enjoying their
independence in Heath Street. We are all
very proud of them and we are happy that
the Heath Street Housing was developed.

Easter Show at the
Pet Amusement Park
ON EASTER SUNDAY, WE DECIDED TO
TAKE OUR RESIDENTS TO THE ANNUAL
EASTER SHOW.

They strolled along with the animals who
were all incredibly obedient. It was an
outdoor habitation with free-range
animals you can pat. Another
entertainment activity was the board with
face cutouts that our residents seem to
find very funny.

city clients wanting to get a hands-on look
at the country life.

OUR CLIENTS had a stress-free time
enjoying the animals thanks to the staff
supporting them. It was such a pleasure to
see our team helping our clients maximise
the fun from the day’s activities.

THE SHOW was filled with a lot of people

This has been the plan since last year and
everyone was definitely thrilled when we
announced. We all know of the tremendous
events at the Easter show! There were a lot
of things to look forward to such as the
animals to pet, entertainment gathering,
amusement parks, and food to eat.

and our beloved residences enjoyed being
involved as well as having the opportunity
to interact with other individuals outside
Sunnyhaven.These are the activities that
help our clients maximise life’s
opportunities.

THE NIGHT BEFORE EASTER SUNDAY,
our residents told some of our staff
members that they are already packed for
the day out at the carnivals tomorrow and
apparently, could not decide which activity
they would like to try first.

THE FACILITATORS of the Easter show

Finally, when we arrived at the carnival,
everyone’s faces brightened up as they
rushed to the animal walk, where they
spent most of their time.

were also very warm, approachable and
seemed to enjoy the experience of
spending time with our clients. They
explained the correct ways to pet a farm
animal and it was great for some of our
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Monday Morning
Fitness Program
WHAT A MAGNIFICENT MONDAY! OUR
RESIDENCES TURNED INTO FITNESS
EXPERTS AS OUR GYM SESSIONS HAD
STARTED.
THE GROUP got into the service bus on
the way to the gym. They were all so eager
and cheerful to be boarding the bus. The
whole travel time was filled with laughter.
We asked them if they were ready for
today’s gym assembly and they all
answered “yes” in the most animated tone
possible.
As we entered the gym, we were
welcomed with balloons arranged by the
coaches and instructors who were all very
lovely and hospitable. It was so nice to see
how they are all genuinely happy to assist
our residences. Our clients had individual
trainers in charge of them. Minutes later,
they all looked like professionals in
operating each piece of gym equipment.
They began to lift some weights, run on
treadmills and operate the motorised bike.

OUR STAFF worked hand in hand with
the gym mentors to guarantee that our
clients will have the time of their life while
being truly safe. They were all very keen
on looking after our well-behaved clients.

Jessica Travels

OUR CLIENTS learned a lot from this
experience. They learned how to maneuver the equipment, which exercises would
develop the different parts of their bodies,
and they were also educated about the
healthy nutrition they can follow subject
to their goal.
They have tested out all the gym
equipment in the room and were all very

JESSICA MYCAK WAS GOING TO
CANBERRA OVER THE EASTER BREAK.
THE TRIP WAS ORGANISED BY
SUNNYHAVEN.
She was a little nervous to go there but
after her friends told her about the
mountain breezes, the good food, and the
city scenery, she progressed to be more
and more excited about the tour.
Jessica started a countdown of the days to
when she will be going to Canberra.

fascinated. They seem to have enjoyed the
activity so much, sweat did not stop them.

THE INSTRUCTORS confirmed that they
were all safe and were constantly hydrating.
Afterward, they all had a lunch out where a
yummy meal was laid out for them as they
talk about their amazing experience in the
fitness centre today.

She made a checklist of the activities she’ll be
exploring and the places she would visit. She
talked endlessly about her approaching trip
and everyone payed attention joyfully. They
talked about the outfits she will be wearing,
and about the activities she had planned.
Just before the trip, she urged on going to
the beauty salon for a hairdo, and so she did.
Finally, the day came and the first thing she
had planned was to have eggs benedict and
sweet corn fritters for breakfast.

She was so excited when her order came
and she said the food was excellent!

There was a lot of gardens in Canberra. As
they say, it has the largest flower garden.

After breakfast, she went to an art gallery
that featured the works and exhibits of the
local region. She was happy to follow the
plans on her note and she said the
experience in the art gallery was peaceful.
Enjoying the unbelievable weather and
her current mood, she went for a walk.

Under of the remarkable weather, she had
lunch in the park with a view across the
lake. It was very soothing. She ate some
salad and chicken chops prepared by the
Sunnyhaven team.
She told them that the food was very
delicious and that they should cook it for

everyone when they get back.
On the way home, she began expressing
how much she wanted to go back to
Canberra. Sunnyhaven is devoted to the
joy of our residents and we are pleased
with how delighted she was in her
experience.

Mama Mia!
ON A SATURDAY NIGHT, FIONA,
MARLEE, AND MAREE TOOK 7 OTHER
CLIENTS TO SEE MAMA MIA, THE
MUSICAL. THROUGH THESE KINDS
OF ENTERTAINMENT, WE AIM TO
PROVIDE THE GREATEST EXPERIENCES TO OUR CLIENTS. THEY ABSOLUTELY LOVE THE MUSIC AND ALL
WERE VERY HAPPY!
They were all really excited when we
announced that we’re going to see a
musical. 10 residents were taken to see the
stage show Mamma Mia which they
thoroughly loved. Everyone was singing to
all the songs and a wonderful night was
held with Harry, Helen, Glen, Damien,
Dianne, Patricia and Bradley.
We are very grateful to Fiona, Marlee, and
Maree for taking them in their own time.
Our clients’ joy is very valuable to us and
Mama Mia the musical is a splendid gift to
offer to them. Everyone applauded and
sang jubilantly as they know all the words
to the songs. Our staff had been playing
these songs in about a week
around-the-clock as per our client’s
request! The 10 has a very wonderful time
watching the musical and our staff did too.
After the musical, they were taken to
dinner where everyone bonded well and
enjoyed the food served upon them. They
had so much scrumptious food and plenty

of things to talk about. Harry, Helen,
Glen, Damien, Dianne, Patricia, and
Bradley together with Fiona, Marlee and
Maree all grew up in the songs of Abba
and that’s why they are so appreciative
for the experience. The fun didn’t stop at
the diner, everyone sang happily on the
ride back home and were all very
cheerful.
It gives us comfort and enchantment in
our hearts seeing our clients happy like
this. Our organisers continually explore
wonderful activities like this. We are all
looking forward to the next recreation
dedicated to them.
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The Performance
of a Lifetime
HELEN AND TERESA WERE RESERVED
TO SEE THE SWAN LAKE BALLET AND
IT WAS A NIGHT THAT FILLED THEM
WITH GLEE AS THEY WATCHED THE
BEAUTIFUL DANCERS AT THE
CAPITOL THEATRE IN AWE.

stop talking about the joy that awaits.
Upon their arrival in the Capitol theatre,
their eyes brimmed with amusement as the
remarkable place was undoubtedly built for
just to give happiness to people.
All the performers in the ballet were very
artistic and precise with their movements.

How wonderful it is that this activity was
approved and they were able to lay eyes
on the best dance presentation of a
lifetime. The Capitol theatre was very
historic and beautiful as well. It was the
greatest setting for ballets and performances and its atmosphere added a huge
deal of bliss to the two.

The two were very big enthusiasts of ballet
and in fact, they had been very keen in
asking our staff weeks prior if the show has
been approved already. So when it got
official, at last, Helen and Teresa just
praised and applauded happily as they
were very excited.

Sunnyhaven is dedicated to bringing
cheerfulness to our clients and our
objective is to continue bringing happiness
to them for the years to come.

Eating was not allowed inside the
auditorium and so they went to get an
early feast which they relished very much.
The duo was enthusiastic and couldn’t

Sunnyhaven Carnival
THE DAY EVERYONE LOOKS
FORWARD TO EACH WEEK IS THE
CIRCUS DAY!
The community participation program
attends circus skills in Canterbury week by
week and our objective is to help our
clients increase their confidence, have lots
of fun, and learn new acrobatic skills.
Our clients were truly excited about the
outlook of going to the circus training.
We have made sure that they would work
with highly accomplished trainers and
Circus masters and it was a very enjoyable
activity. Our clients loved these kinds of
drills so much and Sunnyhaven is very
proud to help increase our clients'
self-reliance and to discover their
capacities.

They bring onto the stage the air of a life
outside the theater. Helen and Teresa were
so amazed and could not get their eyes off
them. The only time they would talk is
when the curtains go down for the next
act. The two expressed how much this
ballet had been the best performance they
have witnessed in their lives and our staff
couldn’t agree more.

Every week, our clients would evolve into
circus entertainers as they are all delighted
of themselves on what the trainers had
been teaching them. When we arrive in
Canterbury, we were welcomed by the
most accommodating front-runners and
they are also the reason why our clients
love this activity very much. It helps so
much when they feel valued and cared for.

enjoying the skill tests. They were all
extremely observant and reliable when it
comes to looking after the safety of the
clients.
Sunnyhaven is dedicated to the happiness
and well-being of the lives of our clients
and we are glad that this experience was a
great one.

The trainers were very willing and
genuinely enjoyed helping and coaching
our participants. The day was filled with
merriment and cheers for one another. The
clients appeared overjoyed when the
coaches would perform an amazing move.
They have assured our clients that they can
do it too through practice and that is why
everyone got motivated to the week by
week session, to practice.
Our organisers operated in common with
the circus experts and trainers to secure
that our clients can be very safe while
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